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It is a regular exercise weekly, fortnightly, half termly in which pupils revisit/relearn/reload their
learning. All Y7s will do at least two Reload tasks per term in every subject.
It is a regular exercise where pupils are encouraged to explore their favoured ways of learning/
revising; they create Reload materials to suit their learning styles.
It is a structured dialogue between pupils and parents supported by school.
It is a regular system of testing to show progress, registered on Go4Schools.
In all subjects, Y7s will be set a Reload activity and will do an activity to test their retention and
understanding. This will be recorded on Go4Schools.
Reload is also being used in other year groups.
You will know if your child has a reload activity as it will be called Reload.
We want our pupils to understand the importance of revision and how to revise effectively right from
Y7.
We really want to work with parents and carers on Reload and all the pupils’ homework tasks.

Pupil voice…
Pupils were asked to complete a questionnaire on Google Forms.
Here’s what they said…

Pupil voice…
How did reload help you
to prepare for your ILEs?

Helped me remember

When we did the same
thing more than once it
helped me to remember

It helped me memorise my words &
get a good score in my drama ILE
because I kept getting tested by the
teacher every week making it get stuck
in my head

It gave a range of
different revision
techniques & you knew
which one was the best

It showed the best
revision material for
me

It was a good way for
revising

Because it is homework
you need to do it anyway

Because I made
flashcards & kept
revising them

I revised more for my
tests

It made me revise more
outside school

Pupil voice…...

Resources
Tiny cards allowing pupils to
create an audio reload aid
Tiny cards Flashcards

Pupil voice…
How can we improve
reload?

By adding more difficult
questions

Give us revision
templates/resources

Not have it every week

Make it more interesting
by adding more fun
activities

Do it every other lesson,
regular & short tasks

Like in RS, we should do
a different resource every
week

By adding reload to
more classes

It’s good as it is

Do it in some more
lessons

Hold an interactive quiz
like kahoot when testing
scores

Pupil voice…
What can teachers do to
help you to reload?

Ask you questions in
class before the reload
question is set out

Do reload all through
the year

Let us take our
books home

Make a WAGOLL on
what to do

Put it on Go4Schools

Give us better or newer ways to revise

Make us a reload help
guide

Pupil voice…
How can your
parents/families help you
to reload?

Test us

By supporting us &
helping us to show
different ways of
reloading

If you are doing flashcards
they will write the questions
& the kids will write the
answer

Do it with you

Basically do the same as
the teacher but help more
at home & quiz you

Remind us

